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Abstract. Nanotechnology has been hailed as a revolutionary technological advance
with numerous applications in a great variety of medical fileds. Particularly inventive
has been the field of nano-medical applications that can change dramatically
diagnosis and biosensing, drug delivery and nanoscale devices for specialised
therapeutic treatments. In the last decade innovative nanomaterials have become a
practical reality, especially with revolutionary medical applications. Research has
been advancing the discovery of breakthrough innovation in nanostructured medical
devices with imaginative properties in preventative health and diagnostic fields. New
nanotechnological therapeutics have been developed with entirely new
pharmaceutical substances, which can introduce a range of advantages over
classical drug-delivery methods. Nanoparticles are used for drug-targeted delivery to
diseased sites only, with improved adsorption, distribution and duration of medicines
in the body. Nanotechnology has been creating its niche in various aspects of
dentistry, restorative dentistry and endodontics. Nanotechnological applications in
ophthalmology have advanced rapidly, including treatment of oxidative stress for
ocular degenerative diseases, measurement of intraocular pressure; theragnostics
(combines therapeutics with diagnostics); use of nano particles for treatment of
choroidal new vessels, and treatment of retinal degenerative diseases. Tissue
engineering is integrating nano-engineering material science and medical biology,
aiming for repair or to enhance tissue and organ-level functions. Nanoparticles have
been used in tissue enginnering in order to obtain improved mechanical and
biological performances. Nanomaterials with specialized properties have made
revolutionary advances for tissue enginnering. Nanostructured materials can be used
to convey antimicrobials, or assist delivery of novel drugs that possess antimicrobial
activity. Also, nanoparticles may circumvent drug resistance mechanisms in bacteria
and inhibit bioofilm formation which is associated with their antimicrobial potential, In
recent years the innovative use of microelectromechanical and nanoelectromechanical systems in biomedical applications opened new opportunities for precise
and accurate diagnostics and innovative therapeutic methods. This review covers the
most important breakthroughs of nanotechnology in medical devices from the
international scientific literature and their innovative applications.
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Introduction: Nanotechnology and medical devices
Nanotechnology in the last decades has been hailed as a revolutionary
technological advance in scientific terms. Particularly inventive has been the
field of nano-medical applications that can change dramatically diagnosis and
biosensing, drug delivery and nanoscale devices for specialised therapeutic
treatment. In recent yearts, the application of nanotechnology to design and
produce medical devices showed a rapid rise in innovations. Nanomaterials
and numerous nanotechnology applications have become a practical reality,
especially with revolutionary medical applications and the innovation in
nanostructured medical devices with amazing properties in preventative
health and diagnostic fields. Nano-medical devices have revolutionary flexible
properties at nanostructure dimensions and their chemical and physical
properties of nanoscale materials allow their use in diagnosis, biosensing
instruments, (to detect diseases at much earlier stages), bioimaging medical
devices, drug delivery systems, bone and skin substitute implants and other
innovative medical applications.1,2
Nano medicine and use of nanostructured devices in medical field are
relatively new fields of science and technology with promissing results. By
interacting with biological molecules at nano scale, nanotechnology broadens
the field of research and application. Interactions of nano devices with
biomolecules can be understood both in the extracellular medium and inside
the human cells. Medical nanotechnologies can make use of smaller devices
that are less invasive and can possibly be implanted inside the body, and their
biochemical reaction times are much shorter. 3
According

to

the

NAI

(Nanotechnology Industries Association,

Brussels, Belgium) in the bulleting for Medical Devices and Pharmaceuticals,
nanotechnologies hold enormous potential to revolutionise the field of
medicine through manifold applications: Such as improved, cost-effective
tissue engineering and creation of bespoke implants, through the combination
of nanomaterials’ size and physical properties in 3D printing, resulting in
biomimetic solutions: the use of natural materials and scaffolds (Nanoscaffolding is a medical process used to regrow tissue and bone, including
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limbs and organs) without their problems (i.e. contaminations, infections,
carried by unsterile biological material).4

Figure 1. The medical device industry, which is based on micro- and nanotechnological systems, has grown at a very rapid pace with opportunities to
effectively manage a wide range of pathophysiological conditions.
[https://www.marketreportgazette.com/2019/07/nanotechnology-basedmedical-devices-market-to-grow-tremendous-cagr-by-20…………].
Nanotechnological therapeutics are enhanced through both the
improved targeting and bioavailability of existing medicinal substances, as
well as the discovery of entirely new pharmaceutical substances, which can
introduce a range of advantages over classical drug-delivery methods. These
include the drug-targeted delivery to diseased sites only, and the improved
adsorption, distribution and duration of medicines in the body. Medical
diagnostics are improved by nanotechnology-based innovations ranging from
the introduction of increased sensitivity and specificity, to advanced rapid
screening processes enabled by lab-on-a-chip devise. Nanotechnology
enables the combination of hitherto separate approaches to health care by
permitting the realisation of so-called theranostic’ applications, as well as
targeted combination products. Over 200 nanotechnology-enables products
have already undergone full clinical trials and are benefitting patients through
a reduction of side effects due to systemic toxicity, tailored drug release that
ultimately enhances the patient’s quality of life, as well as tissue engineered
scaffolding that stimulates bone growth and this significantly reduces a
patient’s recovery time.4
The

latest

Markets

and

Markets

Report

states

―The

report

―Nanotechnology in Medical Devices Market by Product (Biochip, Implant
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Materials, Medical Textiles, Wound Dressing, Cardiac Rhythm Management
Devices, Hearing Aid), Application (Therapeutic, Diagnostic, Research) Global Forecast to 2019,The Global Nanotechnology in Medical Devices
Market is was valued at around $5 Billion in 2014 and expected to reach
around $8.5 Billion by 2019.5

Nanotechnology-based targeted drug delivery
The latest therapeutic revolution is the application of nanotechnology
techniques and structurally designed nanomaterials in drug delivery. These
techniques have improved substantially the drug’s therapeutic abilities for a
great number of diseases. The benefits that can be achieved by applying
nanotechnological drug devivery are:6
a. improve the ability to deliver drugs that are poorly water soluble in their
target of diseased organ or tissues,
b. provide site-specific targeting and reduce drug accumulation within healthy
tissues, which can improve the therapeutic effects,
c. nanotechnological drug delivery can retain the drug in the body long
enough for effective treatment of certain diseases,
d. improve the extension of drug bioactivity through protection from the
biological environment,
e. allow for the transportation of drugs across epithelial and endothelial
barriers, and finally,
f. nanotechnology can combine therapeutic and diagnostic modalities into one
agent.
In the last decade newly designed nanoparticles are promising tools for
the advancement of targeted drug delivery but also as diagnostic sensors and
bio imaging. The bio-distribution of these nanoparticles is still imperfect due to
the complex host's reactions to nano- and micro sized materials and the
difficulty in targeting specific organs in the body. Scientists are focusing their
efforts to optimize and better understand the potential and limitations of nano
particulate systems in targeted drug delivery. In particular, innovative research
approaches aim at diagnosis and treatment of various types of cancer. The
4

nanoparticles are biocompatible and biodegradable and are made of a core, a
particle that acts as a carrier, and one or more functional groups on the core
which target specific sites. Nanotechnological anticancer drugs, with targeted
delivery,

include

nanodisks,

high

density

lipoprotein

nanostructures,

liposomes, and gold nanoparticles. The fundamental advantages of
nanoparticles are: improved delivery of water-insoluble drugs, targeted
delivery, co-delivery of two or more drugs for combination therapy, and
visualization of the drug delivery site by combining imaging system and a
therapeutic drug. Despite the promising results in cancer therapeutics,
recognition and treatment of cancer with these approaches is still challenging.
They have to overcome multidrug resistance, and increase drug localization
and efficacy. Application of nanotechnology to cancer treatment has brought a
new branch of effective strategies for cancer therapy.7

Figure 2. Nanomedicine can be used for trageted deliver drugs, genes and
therapeutic agents to localized areas of disease and to maximize clinical
benefits. There are many promising prospects for this field. A recent book,
Kesharwani P (Ed). Nanotechnology-Based Targeted Drug Delivery Systems
for Lung Cancer, 1st edition, Academic Press, New York, 2019. contains many
chapters on diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer using cutting-edge
nanomedical technologies.
There are many options of how nanotechnology is advancing targeted
drug delivery by specialized nanocariers.8
a. Inorganic nanocarriers were the first type of nanotechnology-based
drug delivery system to be trialled, yet their use is becoming less
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frequent because they are not biocompatible within the body, although
this problem can be overcome by functionalising the surface with organic
molecules. Many types of inorganic nanoparticle have been tried and
tested, from gold, to iron oxide, to calcium phosphate, and beyond.
b. Organic-based nanocarriers are the fastest growing area of nanotargeted drug delivery systems because the organic make-up of these
carriers, such as those made of certain types of polymers, dendrimer
architectures and lipid-based encapsulating vessels (liposomes), can be
broken down and excreted and offer a much greater degree of
biocompatibility. The nanocarrier can uptake the drug into its core,
where it is only released once the nanocarrier has reached the target of
interest (lowering risk of the drug being broken and released on route to
the target site).
c. Solid drug nanoparticles, is another growing nanotechnology-inspired
drug delivery system, but their use is not yet as widespread. This type of
nanodrug avoids some of the regulatory complications, as their use does
not involve any extra species other than already approved drugs in an
efficient nanoparticle form.
Nanotechnological-targeted drug devivery for anticancer therapies
received considerable attention among medical experts. The encapsulation of
targeting agents into nanoscale drug delivery systems for cancer therapy
provided promising results as a unique and comprehensive anticancer
approach through early diagnosis, prediction, prevention, and personalized
medical therapy. A recent review collected scientific data on the concept of
anticancer nanotechnology, areas of specialty and a detailed presentation of
specific targeting methods from various nanoparticle drug delivery systems.9
Despite the numerous drug nanosystems designed to fight cancer
tumours, only a limited number of them showed promising results and entered
the obligatory clinical trials. It is anticipated that progress in the development
of

nanotechnology-based

anti-cancer

materials

will

provide

modern,

individualized effective anti-cancer therapies. Another review in 2016
described the implication of nanomaterials in design of new anticancer drugs
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and various mechanisms for selective tumour targeting and recent
advantages in the field of nanotechnology-based strategies to fight cancer.10

Clinical applications of nanotechnology in operative and
restorative dentistry
Nanotechnology has been creating its niche in various aspects of
dentistry, restorative dentistry and endodontics. Dental materials with nanorelated properties have witnessed substantial growth in the last decades, as a
result of advance research, discoveries and improvements in specialized
nanomaterials with applications to various areas of practical dentistry. 11-13
Nano filled composite resin materials offer excellent wear resistance,
strength, and ultimate aesthetics due to their exceptional polishability and
luster retention. In operative dentistry, nano fillers constitute spherical silicon
dioxide (SiO2) particles with an average size of 5-40 nm. The real innovation
about nano fillers is the possibility of improving the load of inorganic phase.
Mechanical properties of nanocomposites are generally comparable to those
of hybrid composites but higher than microfilled composites. 14

Figure 3. Periodontology is specialised system of hard and soft tissues that
supports teeth and maintains their position in the jaw. Restorative Dentistry
encompasses the dental specialties of endodontics, periodontics and
prosthodontics. On the right book, .Gore A, Patel S, Gulve M. Nanotechnology
in Operative Dentistry and Endodontics. Lambert Academic Publishers, 2019.
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Nanotechnological dental materials have witnessed substantial growth
in the last decade, reflecting improvements in specialized nanomaterials
available for dentistry. These nanomaterials have cutting-edge properties
such as morphological, antibacterial, mechanical, fluorescence, and with
regeneration potential. These nanomaterials are polymeric, metallic and
inorganic nano-based materials that can be used as nanocluster fillers, in
nanocomposites, mouthwashes, medicines, and biomimetic dental materials.
The mechanical properties of nanoparticles have been used for disinfection of
the root canals and foir surface nanostructuring of dental implants for better
osteo integration. Studies showed that he possibilities for the use of
nanotechnology in restorative dentistry and endodontics are limitless.15,16

Nanotechnology applications in ophthalmology
Medical applications of nanotechnology in ophthalmology have
advanced rapidly in the last decade. These include treatment of oxidative
stress for ocular degenerative diseases with nano-antioxidants; measurement
of intraocular pressure; theragnostics (theragnostics is a treatment strategy
that combines therapeutics with diagnostics); use of nano particles for
treatment of choroidal new vessels, to prevent scars after glaucoma surgery,
and for treatment of retinal degenerative disease using gene therapy;
prosthetics; and regenerative nano medicine.17
It is hoped that nanotechnology innovations can help break through the
eye’s barriers to drug delivery. Modified nanoparticles can penetrate the
mucus barrier, with lower doses and a longer duration of action – resulting in
better treatments for ocular surface diseases. Nanoparticles can penetrate the
cornea to reach the anterior chamber, which could lead to improved
treatments for glaucoma and development of new treatments for anterior
chamber diseases. There may even be the possibility of developing
nanoparticle eye drops that can take therapies through to the back of the
eye.18
Recent
nanoparticulate

research

discovered

systems

like

promising

applications of

microemulsions,
8

various

nanosuspensions,

nanoparticles, liposomes, niosomes, dendrimers and cyclodextrins in the field
of ocular drug delivery. Various nanosuspensions have attracted particular
attention in medicine, especially those sterically stabilised by steric polymers
such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a typical size range of 10–100 nm, to
enhance the ocular bioavailability of therapeutic agents. 19,20
Also nanotechnological innovations have found various applications in
ophthalmology

in

the

fields

of

nanodiagnostics,

nanoimaging

and

nanomedicine that can be utilized to explore the frontiers of ocular drug
delivery and therapy. Over the past few years, the antioxidant nanoparticle
field has emerged as a promising research area and has progressed quickly.
Lanthanide and lanthanide-like nanoparticle antioxidant systems have shown
efficient protection of retinal cells against oxidative damages in light stress
animal models.21
From recent advances, in the research stage, for nanotechnological
eye surgery, there are some promising discoveries. Scientists at the MultiScale Robotics Lab at ETH Zürich (Federal Institute of Technology,
Switzerland) have developed a tiny magnetically-guided microbot designed to
be embedded in the eye to perform precision surgery or to deploy precise
amounts of drugs.22

Figure 4. Microrobots are too small to carry batteries and motors. To address
this challenge, scientists managed to power and control robots made of
magnetic materials using external magnetic fields. Developed at ETH Zurich’s
Multi-Scale Robotics Lab (MSRL), the OctoMag is a magnetic microrobot
manipulation guiding microrobots to perform acurate ophthalmic surgery
[https://robohub.org/minimally-invasive-eye-surgery-on-the-horizon-asmagnetically-guided-microbots-move-toward-clinical-trials/].
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The researchers in ETH (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule,
ETH Zurich- Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, among the 10 best
universities in the world) demonstrated the viability of the technology in tests
on rabbits. The robot used in the procedure has a diameter of 285 µm. The
magnetic microbot is powered using external magnetic fields that can produce
magnetic forces and torques in three dimensions. The robot is so small that it
could be used to help dissolve clots in the vessels of the eye. The size of
autonomous microrobots has been historically limited by motors and
propulsion devices. The OctoMag gets around this requirement by using an
external magnetic control system that can guide a needle-injected device into
the eye, eliminating the need to slice the eye open. 23
Researchers (at the ―Micro, Nano and Molecular Systems‖ Lab at the
Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Stuttgart, Germany) developed
specially coated nanometer-sized vehicles that can be actively moved through
dense tissue like the vitreous of the eye. The transport of nano-vehicles has
only been demonstrated in model systems or biological fluids, but not in real
tissue. They applied a non-stick coating to the nanopropellers, which are only
500 nm wide (small enough to fit through the tight molecular matrix of the gellike substance in the vitreous). The drills are 200 times smaller than the
diameter of a human hair. The work was published in the journal Science
Advances and constitutes one step further towards nanorobots becoming
minimally-invasive tools for precisely delivering medicine.24

Figure 5. Schematic of the three-step targeted delivery procedure used for
the slippery micropropellers. Injection into the vitreous humour of the eye.
Magnetically driven long-range propulsion in the vitreous toward the retina.
Observation at the target region near the surface of the retina.
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Nanotechnology and tissue engineering for repair of damaged
tissues
Nanotechnological tissue engineering with reproduction and repair of
damaged tissues has been advanced and utilized in regenerative medicine.
By

using

suitable

nanomaterial-based

scaffolds

and

growth

factors

nanostructures can mimic tissue-specific bioenvironments. These tissues can
have designing constructs with particular biochemical, mechanical and
electrical properties. Scientific advances have achieved revolutionaryt skin
regeneration techniques. Human skin and tissues can be engineered by
employing specialized nanostructures for enhanced cell adhesion, growth and
differentiation.25
Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field integrating engineering,
material science and medical biology, aiming for repair or to enhance tissue
and organ-level functions. Tissue engineering face obstacles including a lack
of appropriate biomaterials, ineffective cell growth and a lack of techniques for
appropriate physiological architectures, as well as the inability to control
cellular functions and their various properties. Nanoparticles with their
distinctive size-dependent properties have shown promise in overcoming
many of these obstacles. Despite tremendous progress in the use of
nanoparticles over the last 20 years, the full potential of the applications of
nanoparticles in solving tissue engineering problems has yet to be realized. A
recent review (2018) presented an overview of the diverse applications of
various types of nanoparticles in fields of tissue enginnering and the various
challenges that need to be overcome.26
Nanoparticles have the advantage of their nanoscale dimension,
enabling them to develop critical physical and chemical characteristics that
enhance their performance and therefore make them suitable for a wide range
of applications, including tissue and vascular engineering.27,28
Nanoparticles have been used in tissue enginnering in order to obtain
improved mechanical and biological performances. 29 Also, specialized
properties of nanomaterials made them suitable for tissue enginnering. For
example, the surface conjugation and conducting properties of gold
nanoparticles, the antimicrobial properties of silver and other metallic
11

nanoparticles and metal oxides, the fluorescence properties of quantum dots
and the unique electromechanical properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
have made them very useful in numerous tissue engineering applications. In
addition, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been applied in the study of
cell mechanotransduction, gene delivery, controlling cell patterning and
construction of complex 3D tissues.30

Figure 6. Nanotechnological tissue engineering (TE) has been advanced and
utilized in regenerative medicine. Suitable nanomaterial-based scaffolds and
growth factors nanostructures can mimic tissue-specific bioenvironments.
Book, Popat K (Ed). Nanotechnology in Tissue Engineering and Regenerative
Medicine. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group, Bocan Raton, FL, 2010.

Nanostructured materials
antibiotic resistance

conveying

antimicrobials

and

One of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide are the
infectious diseases. The use of antibiotics and the continued increase in the
development of multidrug resistance among bacteria is of great concern for
the World Health Organization (WHO). The antibiotic resistance crisis is one
of the most pressing medical issues in global public health. This problem has
triggered new research initiatives worldwide to develop novel and more
effective antimicrobial compounds that avoid developing resistance. In the last
years, different strategies have developed. One is the use of nanostructured
materials that can overcome various types of resistance. Nanostructured
12

materials can be used to convey antimicrobials, to assist in the delivery of
novel drugs or ultimately, possess antimicrobial activity by themselves.
Additionally, nanoparticles (e.g., metallic, organic, carbon nanotubes, etc.)
may circumvent drug resistance mechanisms in bacteria and, associated with
their antimicrobial potential, inhibit biofilm formation or other important
processes. However, the use of nanoparticles still presents a challenge to
therapy and much more research is needed in order to overcome the
problems for the future fight of multidrug resistant bacteria.31
Most of the antibiotic resistance mechanisms are irrelevant for
nanoparticles (NPs) because the mode of action of NPs is direct contact with
the bacterial cell wall, without the need to penetrate the cell; this raises the
hope that NPs would be less prone to promoting resistance in bacteria than
antibiotics. Therefore, attention has been focused on new and excisting NPbased

materials

with

antibacterial

activity.

Antibacterial

activity

of

nanoparticles is the result of the interaction of NPs with the cell walls and
membranes which are important defensive barriers for bacterial resistance to
the external environment. In particular, the bacterial cell wall plays an
important role in maintaining the bacterium’s natural shape. The components
of the cell membrane produce different adsorption pathways for NPs and
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The NPs are coupled with
intracellular components of bacteria restraining key enzymes and proteins,
causing a disorder of the bacterial metabolism and, finally, cell death. By
destroying the bacterial barrier NPs perform their effective antibacterial
function.32
There are many examples of nanomaterials that are promising as
antimicrobial drugs:
a.

Silver nanomarticles (AgNPs). Silver has been recognized as having

antimicrobial effects and AgNPs are probably one of the most promising
inorganic NPs that can be used for the treatment of bacterial infections.33,34
b.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). Metallic Gold is considered inert and

non-toxic and may gold nanoparticles can be synthesized by traditional
chemical reduction of a gold salt or through green chemistry approaches
using plant and/or microbial extracts. Some studies have addressed the
13

potential of using AuNPs as antibacterial agents, but some controversy still
exists.35,36

Figure 7. A schematic representation of the antibiotic mechanisms of
nanoparticles (NPs) agaisnt bacterial cells. NPs can attack bacteria through
multiple mechanisms. One action is the formation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) leading to the oxidative damage of membrane, protein and DNA of
bacteria (generation of hydroxyl radical, HO●).The second action is the
interaction with cell membranes by metal-based NPs that generate metal ion
via dissolving. Third, inhibiiton of electron transport chain and the regulation of
bacterial metabolic processes. Reference 32.
c.

Bimetallic Nanoparticles. Two metals, like Ag and Au, can be used

also in one NP to enhance the antimicrobial effects of a drug and reduce the
required dose.37
d.

Iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles. The antibacterial mechanism of

these NPs is mainly attributed to dissolved metal ions and the generation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS). Also, superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs
interact with microbial cells by penetrating the membrane and interfering with
the electron transfer chain, thus killing the bacteria.38
e.

Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles. These NPs can restrict the growth of

microorganisms, effective against planktonic bacteria and their mechanisms is
through the inhibition of mictofilms, generation of ROS and dissolution of
metal ion.39
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Micro- and nano devices for biomedical applications
Scientific research in recent years has been directed for the innovative
use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMSs) and nanoelectromechanical
systems (NEMSs) in biomedical applications. These devices and their
innovative applications opened new opportunities for precise and accurate
diagnostics methods and innovative therapeutic methods. The introduction of
nanotechnology in biomedical applications, due to the small size and flexible
bioproperties, has facilitated the exact control and regulation of extremely
small devices in biological environments. Nanodevices with their small size
and their multifunctional capabilities operate efficiently at specific sites for
selected durations of time and these characteristics make them ideal for
advantageous medical applications. Researchers have developed wide
varieties of unique and multifunctional MEMS/NEMS devices with micro and
nano features for biomedical applications using the state of the art
microfabrication techniques and biocompatible materials. The in vitro and in
vivo performance of implantable BioMEMS such as biosensors, smart stents,
drug delivery systems, and actuation systems are researched extensively to
understand their interaction with physiological environments. BioMEMS
developed

for

drug

delivery

applications

include

microneedles,

microreservoirs, and micropumps to achieve targeted drug delivery. The
biocompatibility of BioMEMS is further enhanced through the application of
tissue and smart surface engineering. This involves the application of
nanotechnology, which includes the modification of surfaces with polymers or
the self‐assembly of monolayers of molecules.40
a. Biosensors. There is at present increasing research efforts for new
Nanodevices with the potential for detecting, measuring, and monitoring
analytes.41,42 The use of nanomaterials for the construction of biosensors
has improved the sensitivity and performance and allowed the introduction
of new signal transduction technologies in biosensors. The development of
tools and processes used to fabricate, measure and image nanoscale
objects, has led to the development of sensors that interact with extremely
small molecules that need to be analysed. Several nanobiosensor
15

architecture based mechanical devices, optical resonators, functionalised
nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes and nanofibers have been in use. In
particular, nanomaterials such as gold nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes,
magnetic nanoparticles and quantum dots have being investigated for their
application in biosensors, which have become a new interdisciplinary
frontier between biological detection and material science.43
b. Stents. The usage of stents for treating obstructve coronary artery didease
(CAD) after the indroduction of balloon angioplasty, has increased
exponentially worldwide in the last decades. Stents are small tubular wire
mesh devices that are preloaded using a catheter balloon. Stents are
generally made of metals like stainless steel and other metal alloys of
cobalt and chromium called the bare metal stents. In the last decade, major
changes are being made to the design of stents, including developing laser
cut holes for microreservoirs, microporous surface finish and the use of
biodegradable stents. Nanotechnological applications in the stem dsign and
characteristics.44,45 The current clinically approved drug-eluting stents
release drugs locally that suppress vascular smooth muscle cell
proliferation. These stents have the added advantage of suppressing the
autocrine and paracrine mechanisms responsible for excessive generation
of extracellular matrix proteins.46,47

Figure 8. Stents have been used to treat blocked coronary vessels. Malleable
microstructures can produce vascular stents that are 40 times smaller than
previously
possible.[https://www.futurity.org/stent-4d-printing-urinary-tractconstriction-2128102/]. 2017. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) cleared
CeloNova BioSciences Inc. for first-in-class Cobra PzF NanoCoated Coronary
Stent System. Coated with a proprietary nano-thin polymer highly
biocompatible. [https://www.dicardiology.com/product/fda-clears-nano-coatedcoronary-stent-reduce-dapt ].
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c. Microreservoirs in medical implants/devices. They are used widely for
long‐term storage of drugs or chemicals for controlled release. Along with
timely release they are capable of delivering the drug locally. This concept
was introduced in biomedical applications in the 1960s and improved in the
last decades for programmable drug delivery using reservoirs on a
microchip.48
d. Micropumps for therapeutic drug delivery. These nano-devices
generally require precise timing and critical quantities of drugs to be
released at a particular time. This type of delivery is effective in treating of
disorders such as deep vein thrombosis, cancer, and diabetes. Another
important parameter for effective drug delivery is the location of the drug
release device. Integrated systems of micropumps and microreservoirs can
improve the administration of drug release.49,50

Nanotechnological detectors for heart attacks
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are recognised as the most important
global cause of death with estimates exceeding 20 million by 2015 worldwide.
Preliminary diagnosis and advanced detection of future heart stroke are still
lacking. Scientists are hopeful that recognising advanced symptoms and early
detection by a sensitive biosensor will reduce the high risk of sudden death
associated with it. In the last decade many scientific groups are researching to
develop sensitive biosensors to be used as rapid screening tools to detect
heart attacks at the earliest stage. Advances in interdisciplinary research
areas have made biosensors faster, highly accurate, portable and
environmentally friendly diagnostic devices. The recent advances in
microfluidics and the advent of nanotechnology have resulted in the
development of improved diagnostics through reduction of analysis time and
integration of several clinical assays into a single, portable device. The
development of such affinity based systems is a major drive of the rapidly
growing nanotechnology industry.51
A diverse range of nanotechnological biosensor devices for predicting
heart attacks have been developed the past 2 decades, each with their own
unique properties and advantages.
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Figure 9. A nano-biosensor can detect the presence of chemical substances
by combining biological components with physiochemical detector. The result
then gets reflected on an associated device and provide a valuable early
diagnosis of heart attacks. From the technological point of view the biosensor
market can be segmented into optical biosensors, electrochemical
biosensors, piezoelectric biosensors, thermal biosensors, etc. Book. Idrees S.
Portable Heart Attack Monitoring System with Dedicated Optical Network.
Lambert Academic Publishing, 2011.

Some examples of nano-biosensors of early diagnosis of heart attacks
Scientists (Dpt of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles,) have developed an Indium oxide (InO3) semiconductor with great
potential to early diagnosis of heart attacks. They used scalable and facile
lithography-free method for fabricating highly uniform and sensitive In 2O3
nanoribbon biosensors without photoresist contamination. This device
combined with electronic enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay for signal
amplification. The In2O3 nanoribbon biosensor arrays are optimized for early,
quick, and quantitative detection of cardiac biomarkers in diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction (AMI). This nano-biosensor can detect label-free
biomarkers for concentrations down to 1 pg/mL which is much lower than
clinically relevant cutoff concentrations. The sample collection to result time is
only 45 min, and scientists have further demonstrated the reusability of the
sensors. With the demonstrated sensitivity, quick turnaround time, and
18

reusability, the In2O3 nanoribbon biosensors have shown great potential
toward clinical tests for early and quick diagnosis of acute myocardial
infarction.52
A international cooperation of scientists from the University of
Manchester and the India’s Institute of NanoScience and Technology, have
developed a tiny electric sensor which can tell doctors if a person is expecting
a heart attack. The electrochemical detection of the redox active cardiac
biomarker myoglobin (Mb) using aptamer-functionalized black phosphorus
nanostructured electrodes by measuring direct electron transfer. The assynthesized few-layer black phosphorus nanosheets have been functionalized
with poly-l-lysine (PLL) to facilitate binding with generated anti-Mb DNA
aptamers on nanostructured electrodes. The immobilised DNA binds to
myoglobin, which increases in blood plasma after a heart attack and can be
detected and measured by a simple electrical test. This could have a major
impact, as it is potentially the most rapid, sensitive, selective and accurate
method currently available to detect if someone has elevated levels of
myoglobin– the measurement of which is one of the methods used in
hospitals to check if someone has suffered a heart attack. The researchers
predict that its eventual introduction into the clinic could improve patient
survival rates.53.

Nano 3-D printed batteries for miniature medical devices
Nano batteries could be game-changing for the micro- and nanomedical

device

industry.

All

micro-electromechanical

systems

and

nanodevices such as biomedical sensors and skin-based monitoring devices
need very small size batteries to work.54
Researchers developed 3D interdigitated microbattery architectures
(3D‐IMA) were fabricated by printing concentrated lithium oxide‐based inks.
The microbatteries are composed of interdigitated, high‐aspect ratio cathode
and anode structures. The 3D‐IMA, exhibits high areal energy and power
densities, and it is hoped to find potential application in autonomously
powered microdevices.55
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Figure 10. Researchers at Harvard University and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (USA), after many years of experimental work,
constructed and tested 3-D interdifitated microbattery (bout 1 mm across)
fabricated by printing concentrated lithium oxide-based inks.

The researchers, led by Dr. Jennifer A. Lewis (Harvard School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences), created and tested materials able to
function as electrochemically active materials. The materials also had to
harden into layers in just the right way so they could be stacked up in layers
during the 3-D printing--creating working anodes and cathodes. The recipe
includes ink for the anode with nanoparticles of one lithium metal oxide
compound, and an ink for the cathode from "nanoparticles of another." The
printer lays the ink onto the teeth of two gold combs to create a tightly
interlaced stack of anodes and cathodes. The whole setup gets packaged into
a tiny container and filled with an electrolyte solution to complete the battery. 55

Nanotechological medical devices for diabetics
Diabetes is a disease characterized by chronically elevated blood
glucose levels and an inability to maitain homeostasis. Diabetics with type 1
diabetes cannot produce insulin as a result of autoimmune destruction of the
insulin producing cells within the pancreas. According to World Health
Organization, diabetes affects around 422 million adults worldwide, killing 1.5
million people each year.56
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The development of nanotechnological medical devices in diabetes
research has advanced some innovative glucose measurement and insulin
delivery modalities which hold the potential to dramatically improve quality of
life for type 1 diabetics.The addition of nanoscale components in medicinal
devices increases glucose sensor sensitivity, temporal response, and can
lead to sensors which facilitate continuous in vivo glucose monitoring. Also,
devices which follow nanoscale approaches to ―closed-loop‖ insulin delivery
strategies which automatically release insulin in response to fluctuating blood
glucose levels are very promissing. These devices have the potential to
dramatically improve the health and quality of life of diabetics. 57

Figure 11. Le L-A, Hunter RJ, Preedy VR (Eds). Nanotechnology and
Nanomedicine in Diabetes. CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl, 2012. South Korean
scientists developed a wearable device (from graphene), based on
nanotechnology, for more convenient diabetes monitoring and therapy.
A team in South Korea (School of Chemical and Biological Engineering
Seoul National University, South Korea, 2016) developed a wearable device
to keep diabetes under control. The patch is made from graphene and senses
glucose in sweat. It is connected by wires to a portable electrochemical
analyser. The graphene-using “smart patch” has improved the accuracy of
blood sugar level measurements as it checks not only glucose in sweat but
also temperature and acidity. When blood sugar is too high, it releases the
drug metformin through microneedles to lower it. Graphene is thin and
flexible, making it comfortable to wear on the skin. When the device is worn,
21

the microneedles pierce the skin, reaching the subcutaneous tissue. At 250
micrometres in diameter and 1 millimetre high they are too small to cause
pain. To release metformin when it is needed, the patch switches on a tiny
heater embedded within. This dissolves a coating on the microneedles so that
they release metformin.58
Nanotechnological applications in diabetes research that encourages
novel glucose monitoring and several modalities for insulin delivery holding
possibilities to enhance the personal satisfaction and life quality for diabetic
patients. Nanoparticles hold a great potential in the areas of drug delivery and
are explored as vehicles for orally administered insulin formulations. Glucose
biosensors equipped with nanoscale materials such as Quantum Dots,
Carbon Nanotubes, Magnetic Nanoparticles, etc. have shown greater
sensitivity. In the last decade, nanotechnological diabetic research is heading
towards new devices which can offer accurate glucose biomonitoring
information and improving patient’s compliance with injectable at the right
amount insulin by automatic methods.59

Conclusions
Nanotechnology has an enormous potential to revolutionise medicine
through the discoveries of nano- and micro-devices and their manifold
applications in most of the medical fields. Modern therapeutics methods are
enhanced through both the improved targeting and bioavailability of existing
medicinal substances, as well as the discovery of entirely new substances
and nanomaterials, which introduce a range of advantages over classical
drug-delivery methods.
Nanotechnology-based

innovations

have

improved

substantially

medical diagnostics ranging from the introduction of increased sensitivity and
specificity, to advanced rapid screening processes enabled by ―lab-on-a-chip‖
devises to become biosensors of very low concentration changes of certain
biological metabolites connected with diseases. Over 200 nanotechnologyenables products have already undergone full clinical trials and are benefitting
patients through a reduction of side effects due to systemic toxicity, tailored
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drug release, as well as tissue engineered scaffolding that stimulates bone
growth and tissue or skin regeneration. Nanotechnology enables the
combination of hitherto separate approaches to health care by permitting the
realisation of so-called “theranostic‖ applications (therapy and diagnosis in
the same nanodevice), as well as targeted combination products.
Nanomaterials with their flexible and superior characteristics can find
useful niches in a number of medical fields and opening up new opportunities
of nanotechnological applications. But in addition to promissing applications,
nanotechnological medical devices have relevant challenges in achieving
cost-effective and widespread clinical implementation as well as forecasted
applications of micro- and nanotechnologies in medicine.
This review has indentified several medical devices currently in the
research laboratories, or through specialised trials to gain recognition and
approval. Also, there are many nanotechnological medical devices on the
market in various health domains, such as dendistry and ophthalmonlogy.
Also, the review selected some interesting applications of nanotechnological
devices in targeted-drug delivery, operative and restorative dentistry,
nanosurgery in ophthalmology, skin and tissue engineering repair, nanoantibicrobial and antibiotic medicines, specialised biomedical applications,
prognostic nano-biosensors of heart attacks, nano 3-D printable batteries for
miniature medical devices and nanomedical devices for diabetics.60-62
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